
waterproof grooming
kit FACE, HAIR

Multigroom

 
Beard, head & detail hair

3 attachments & 3 combs

48 integrated length settings

35mins cordless use/10h charge

 

QG3374/16 All-in-one, Face & Head Multigroom
Maximum versatility for the exact style you want

Complete your style with this waterproof, turbo-powered MultiGroom Pro

grooming kit. A full metal trimmer and a set of 7 attachments-including adjustable

combs with up to 18 length settings-gives you styling power over face and hair.

Easy to use

50 minutes of cordless use after 1-hour charge.

Turbo power boost for fast results on thick hair

Battery light shows battery status

Fully washable for easy cleaning

Skin friendly performance

Skin-friendly trimmer blades are easy on your face and neck

Detail foil shaver for a close finish around the edges

Nosetrimmer: Comfortably remove unwanted hairs

High performance trimmer for faster, easier styling

20mm detail trimmer for exact lines, small areas and details

Extra wide hairclipper for a complete and even haircut

Versatile

18 length setting beard & moustache comb
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Highlights

Beard & moustache comb

Keep your beard at the length you prefer.

Choose from 18 length settings in 1mm steps

(1-18mm) by using the beard & moustache

comb on the full-sized trimmer.

Detail foil shaver

After trimming, finish your style with the detail

foil shaver for a clean, polished look.

High performance detailer

Create the fine lines and details that define

your style with the 20 mm precision trimmer.

High performance trimmer

Create perfect stubble or clean lines around the

edge of your beard. The full metal guard on

this high performance trimmer delivers a

professional look.

Nose trimmer

Easily and comfortably remove unwanted hairs

from your ears and nose with this clip-on rotary

trimmer.

Hair clipper

Get a complete and perfectly even haircut with

this 41mm high performance hairclipper

Corded & Cordless Use

High performance battery with 50 min usage

after only 1 hour charge. Also features a 5 min

quick charge for one complete trim. If you run

out of battery power while trimming, just plug it

in and keep trimming.

Turbo power

Get fast results on thick hair with the turbo

setting, which increases cutting speed.

Battery light

Glance at the battery light to know when the

battery is low or fully charged. When you have

10 minutes of usage left, the indicator light is

orange. When charging, the indicator light is

blinking; you'll see a steady green light when

the battery is fully charged.

Skin-friendly high-performance

The steel blades lightly brush against each

other, so they sharpen themselves as you trim!

The blades stay extra-sharp to always cut hairs

neatly and effectively, but have rounded blade

tips and combs to prevent skin irritation.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Power system

Charging time: 1 hour

Running time: 60 minutes

Battery type: Li-ion

Worldwide voltage: 100-240 V

Turbo Power

Quick Charge: 5 mins

Corded and cordless use

Battery status indicator

Accessories

Cleaning brush

Design

Color(s): Brushed metal, Engraved panel

Ease of use

Waterproof: For easy use and cleaning

Storage pouch and stand

Create the look you want

Number of length settings: 30 integrated

length settings

Hair clipper comb: 18 settings

Styles: Detailed styling, Goatee, Moustache,

Short beard, Stubble look, Long beard, Sharp

lines

Number of attachments/combs: 5 attachments

& 2 combs

Beard and stubble comb: 18 settings

Detail trimmer: High performance

Hair clipper: 41mm

High performance trimmer

Nose trimmer

Precision foilshaver

Service

2-year guarantee

Self sharpening blades

No oil needed
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